**Bicycle Parking**
The Department encourages use of bicycles for commuting. There are covered bicycle parking options near ATG (S. entrance to ATG, in front of MolE), as well as bicycle cages and lockers available for rent from UW Transportation. There is also limited bike parking available in the basement of ATG. It is important to also note that Washington State Law prohibits bicycles in buildings except in dedicated parking areas (relevant items below):

Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 478-118-290 Bicycle Parking and Traffic Rules

Item (5): “Bicycles shall be parked only in bicycle racks. All bicycle owners are encouraged to secure their bicycles with a secure lock. At no time shall a bicycle be parked in a building, except where bicycle storage rooms are provided, near a building exit...”

Item (8a): “Bicycles parked in violation of subsections (5), (6), and (7) of this section will be subject to seizure and impoundment by the university.”

As such, the Department cannot be responsible for loss of bicycles or related equipment due to impoundment, nor any other penalties or fines that might arise due to bicycles brought into any part of the building.

In addition, the Department per University guidelines does not currently authorize charging of e-bikes, e-scooters, or similar battery-powered vehicles in the building due to fire risks associated with batteries from certain manufacturers.